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The Testimony of

MUSIC FOR THE



Author’s note On that summer's evening when I first went 
there the place was forgotten and not a little MELANGELL - Honey Angel
dilapidated, although still in use. Hares, the 
totem creatures of Melangell, gambolled in the 

In the summer of 1989, I first visited an old surrounding fields, and I was aware that in 
church in a closed valley on the back of the that closed valley surrounded by mountains 
Berwyn Mountains in North Wales. The and hares and golden evening sun, I was 
church was dedicated to the Celtic saint of touching another world. Much to my surprise, 
Melangell - pronounced that world, call it “heaven”, 
[ m e l - a n - g e t h ]  -  a n d  or what you will, opened up 
appeared to have been set to me, necessitating the 
in a Bronze Age sacred writing of these words, now 
circle. The spiritual power so adroitly, these many 
of the place was, whatever years later, set to music by 
one's beliefs, extraordinary. Hanne Tofte Jespersen.  
As with many Celtic saints, Nowadays the dilapidation, 
Melangell's legend was and even the hares, have 
associated with a sacred gone. The church has been 
animal in her case a hare, lovingly restored, there's a 
perhaps the most magical car park and a steady 
of all animals in British stream of pilgrims, much as 
folklore. Whatever the truth, we can be fairly there was in the Middle Ages, when this was an 
certain that a woman of considerable insight especial place to seek healing. It is still a 
and spiritual power, who was at least a wonderful place, but not such a “thin” place as 
“nominal Christian”, came to this remote and when I first encountered its wonder. The Celtic 
beautiful valley, probably during the fifth idea of a “thin” place means what it says…a 
century and settled here.  The tale goes that place in earth where the usual barriers 
she did so to escape from an arranged between heaven and earth (and/or the places 
marriage to a pagan chieftain in the Isle of between) are “thin”.  Melangell makes it so, 
Man. The local nobleman Brochwell, who whispering in one's ear “all was forgiven, 
ceded the valley of Pennant Melangell to her in before it ever began”, for healing and 
the legend, was certainly a historical redemption are, ultimately, one and the same.
character.

Mike Harris, July 2012
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1 The Wild Woman 2 The Road Back
Who knows where I come from? For I am the soul in ragged 
Who am I or what I am? raiment of many journeys, I am 
I am old and I am young. the wanderer and walker, the 
I am the wild woman older than time. dancer. I am spark and I am 
I came over the mist cloaked water atom, I am the angel, cloaked at 
in the early autumn morning, that time, in flesh and humility, 
in fulfillment of some ancient wish. for I had made my journey and 
Slowly, as is its way, the land remembered me. was turning for home. For this is 
For on that morning, I was all women where my road back began, and 
that ever came from the Western Sea. ended. Here in this mist laden 
I was Venus, I was Bridget. land, where the sweet peat 
I was the priestess from the sunken lands, smoke once spiraled up in the 
I was the old longing, still air around the brochs of the 
I was you. tribes. Here is the hard road 

back to the homecoming, and, 
even now, who shall come with 
me, for fellowship's sake?
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3 The Journey into the Land 4a So the Journey went on
The galaxies whirled past, in the dew So the journey went on, further into 
spangled grass beneath my mud the labyrinth of deer tracks that 
streaked feet, whilst the hills huddled wound across cold bleak hills and 
together, watching me. The tribes tangled damp forest. Over sharp 
were wary of my passing, as my steps stones and great smooth boulders 
measured what had been, what was puckered with moss. Across brimming 
and what was to come. All creatures of streams, silvered with the shadows of 
all times gazed at me, the peat diggers, ancient salmon. I walked through 
and the tall, pale ones who were to sodden stands of acrid, dying bracken, 
square and seed the  meadows, and through ripe gold groves of ash and 
make the roads, in the times to come. oak. I stood under the lead grey 
All watched my passing, but none dare birches and swaddled myself against 
follow, not even for fellowship's sake. the cold of the waterlogged moorlands 
The still sea fell from my shoulders that were fenced off by the low grey 
into the West and the hills drew in sky.
around me, as I walked towards the 
cloud caged sun. My toes were numb 
from cold wet grass and harsh stones. 
My breath was damp and sore within 
me, as I went deeper into the land, 
looking for the chosen place. Such was 
my choice, and your choice too, good 
pilgrim, to be riveted to the seven fold 
cross of being, staked down to the 
good earth of some lonely place 
waiting for the raven. 

4b The Sword of Destiny So now it lay, that hard destiny, aching 
Then, after a time, far inland from the against my spine, cross hilted, double 
sea, I found the great lake. The reeds edged and honed to some infinite 
were unbending, the water was as point. And thus secured it stood no 
perfect as jet. At the centre, in the foolish movements, for every impulse 
deepest water, floated a single stone. out of harmony with that sword which 
By then, it was just a stone, an empty is destiny, every devious twist of the 
stone, with only a gritty hollow in its spine caused inner agony. To carry the 
upper side, for long ago, the sword had cross hilted sword of destiny, is to 
found another keeper and another carry a greater weight and a greater 
sheath. Long since, as all at sometime pain than the carrying of any child in 
must, I had elected to sheath the sword the womb, but each must choose, and 
in my own being. each knows the pain. 

I was the scabbard for the sword, 
I was the vessel, the arc of the 
Shekinah, I was you.
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5 The Ancient Man
So I knelt in the clearing, and having 
given thanks, I looked up, and in looking, 
saw that I was not alone. On the edge of 
this clearing, merged with jumbled 
rocks and bronze leafed saplings, an 
ancient man stood watching me. Then 
with a smile he came forth, limping into 
the clearing, as ancient as the land itself, 
hunched and dark as a raven. He made 
the sign that in that time and region 
offered food, and I nodded. Then he 
turned away to some half seen den at 
the clearing's edge, before returning 
with a beaker of wild honey. The honey 
ran down my chin, and he said 
'Melangell', which in the old tongue 
means 'honey angel'. 
Then he made the sign for peace, and carefully, almost fearfully, placed his 
gnarled hands upon my head, saying the name again... 'Melangell', and I repeated 
it in acceptance. He nodded as if something long awaited, was thus completed, 
and still nodding to himself, he turned away to the bubbling spring. In a moment 
he had returned, holding up an ancient drinking horn, gilded in silver with the 
sigils of the old people. He handed me the horn, brimming with the water of the 
Holy Spring, saying 'drink the blood of the land', and I drank deep of the chill 
draught, yet its iciness from the deeps of the earth nurtured the flame within me. 
Then making the sign of peace over me, the ancient man faded again into his 
glade, and I went on my way. I never saw him again in this world, though I know 
that he has been and shall be abroad in this land again, for it is his destiny to 
abide constantly, sometimes seen, more often unseen, until the end.
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6 Arianrhod 7 A Time before Fear
Now I knew that my place was near, We entered the half dark forest of the 
and on the noon of the fourth day, valley floor, in the late of the day. In 
I passed across the gorge of the first clearing, beside the tumbling 
thundering water. I climbed until, river, a deer looked up in curiosity 
standing on the great ridge, under a then returned easily to its drinking. 
high, cool sun, I could gaze down into Two hares stopped and watched from 
the closed valley of the honey angel, a bank dappled with fallen leaves. In 
my valley, my sanctuary in the good this half lit place was sanctuary, the 
earth. I made my way down, half Mother willed it so, and so it was. No 
crouched at times against the wolf would hunt here, no fox would 
steepness of the slope. tear at some dazed leveret. Think 
I stopped for a while, when I found pilgrim of what true sanctuary must 
the dripping granite mouth, where mean. Think of utter innocence and a 
the spring that gave the little river time before fear. Think on these 
birth, spewed out from the deeps of things, and remember how it was 
the earth. Here I sat, listening to the with you at the beginning, so long ago 
voice of the spring, the chiding of the before the war of pride. 
breeze and the lofty screech of The raven led me on into the forest, 
buzzards. then at dusk, he flew into another 
The raven came now wondering at clearing, at whose centre stood a 
my stillness. Then he flew down single upright stone. He perched on 
ahead of me, a little way down the the stone, his cold eye glinting in the 
slope, finding another granite perch, last of the light, then he was gone 
and waiting. So I rose and carefully leaving me to wait on the rising of the 
followed him down. moon.
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8 The Dreamtime before Time
The ancient stone was what used to be called a dancing stone, and as the Then as the moon sunk behind the enclosing sheltering hills, I laid myself 
moon rose and danced around it, a finger of shadow fell across the down and dreamed the old dreams, the dreams that remembered the 
sparkling damp grass. So here, imitating the arc of moonlight, I laid a deep peace of the Presence of light before pride slammed shut the gates 
small horseshoe of river stones. Within the stones I placed dead wood of the garden of that Presence. The dreamtime before time. 
and made fire, partly against the cold, and partly for acknowledgement of 
the old way that offered earth fire to star fire at a dancing stone. 

Yet I knew that in me the old and the new ways were to meet in some And that is how I remember you pilgrim, how we first met. You and I and 
greater fire. Even then, I knew that the fire I raised within myself, was all spirits that ever were and ever shall be, all in the eternal garden of the 
becoming mine no longer. For the mother who gave it to me, she who had mind of light, mighty in our innocence as great spirits before the Throne. 
custody of my human nature as the mother of all nature, had given her 
riches as a dowry in her marriage. Think on this, that by laying her will, For then there were no yesterdays or tomorrows, only the infinite peace 
her nature before a greater will, she had returned all human nature to of the Thinker and we the thoughts that danced from his mind of Light. 
the light, from whence it was born. Then He came to us. 
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9a The Thinker 9b The Mind of Light
He came and lifted each dark mantle Waking from my sleep, I felt the salt 
of selfhood, took each destiny, tang of tears in my eyes, and I woke 
unfolding it that we should not under the falling moon, and saw his 
smother ourselves, taking it to thought standing like a pillar of fire 
himself upon his own shoulders, beside the ancient dancing stone. And 
pulling back the dark folds of our the voice from the pillar of fire called 
selfhood that we might see. my name 'Melangell' which meant ' 

angel of honey'. And I said 'I know 
Thee, Holy One' and the voice said 
'Here is sanctuary, in this place and in 
my mind of light. Be then one with my 
mind and the fire of thy being shall 
radiate the light in which my presence 
abides'.
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10 The Dwelling 11 The Hunters and the Hare
So it was that I became a vessel, so it Then, with a crashing of 
was that I settled in this place. undergrowth, the hounds exploded 
And I took stones from the river and from a thicket. Ahead of them 
beside the dancing stone I made a tumbled a hare, ears flat and eyes 
dwelling, shaped like the hive of a bee. bulged in terror. At the sight of me 
And by it I set a hearth, nurturing both the dogs dug in their hind legs, 
the fire within and the fire without. And then dropped fawning to the 
but for the Presence and the creatures ground. Then cursing the 
and spirits of the place, I was alone. I fed undergrowth, a group of men 
the raven and he became my friend, then appeared. They too, stopped short 
when the deep snows settled at at the sight of me, for by then I was 
Candlemass, and my own food was gone, a wild thing, draped in rag and 
he brought me fish from the frozen river feather. One of the men raised a 
and berries from some secret store. So horn to his lips to urge up the 
as the seasons turned I kept my vigil, hounds, but no note came and the 
speaking with the creatures in the light horn froze to his mouth. Cautiously 
of the Presence, so that I feared nothing, the men edged towards me, as the 
and nothing in its innocence, feared me, hounds backed away whining. Then 
and I knew the speech of all things. And I the tallest, the one who had charge 
spoke with angels as I sat among the of them, by his dress and manner, 
tumbled rocks of the hills, or knelt in stepped forward. The terrified hare 
clearings among the happy buzz of wild they had been pursuing shot 
bees in the late of the day, to pray. On beneath my skirts. 
one such evening I was roused from my The man said haltingly, taking on a 
contemplation by the sudden high note grave air:
of a hunters horn and then, nearby, the 
yelp of hounds. 

12 The Prince of Brochwell
'Lady, I am Brochwell the prince of these 
lands. I see that thou art a woman of 
holiness, and I would not hunt this valley, 
had I known that I might disturb thy 
blessed contemplation. Therefore, I grant 
thee this valley, and I shall send what is 
needed for thy establishment. From 
henceforth, none shall hunt this valley, 
and as servant of the Prince of Peace, 
peace and sanctuary shall ye have, yea 
and those who, in that same name, come 
after thee.' 

So it came to pass from that day that the 
valley has been a sanctuary, a place 
where pilgrims may come to know a little 
of the mind of the prince of peace. A 
place where hares may be seen sunning 
themselves without fear. For since that 
day they have been done no violence in 
the valley, and indeed are called 'the 
lambs of Melangell'.
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13 Remembrance
So the years laid themselves on me, and yet the fire, the flame of the Presence, 
burned, if it were possible, stronger and stronger in me and in this place. Some 
came to aid me, and around my hut beside the stone, a small church was built. I 
was wary of building some stone cage for the presence of God, for in the earlier 
days, the valley itself had been sufficient, and had the air itself of the eternal 
garden. Yet I conceded to Brochwell's favour and the willing helpers he sent, who 
raised stone on stone to God's glory. For honest stones, like honest flesh may be 
fashioned, through grace, as a vessel for the light. When I shrugged off my own 
fleshy temple, they made a shrine, laying me beside my hearth and setting the 
ancient dancing stone over me. 

They called it 'the bed of Melangell'. Later ages called me Saint and Abbess and 
gave me my feast day, but I was never a founder of sects, nor had I a part in 
institutions. That was never my way. I was but a soul like you, like any soul taking 
flesh among whatever race, or creed in whatever land or time. 

Then, among the trials and troubles of life, I somehow remembered the days 
before the war in heaven, the war of pride, and was blessed in my remembrance, 
and in my homecoming.

14 The Dancing Stone
I was blessed in my remembrance, and in my homecoming. 
Such is the testimony of the Blessed Melangell.

Mike Harris © 1989



13 Remembrance
So the years laid themselves on me, and yet the fire, the flame of the Presence, 
burned, if it were possible, stronger and stronger in me and in this place. Some 
came to aid me, and around my hut beside the stone, a small church was built. I 
was wary of building some stone cage for the presence of God, for in the earlier 
days, the valley itself had been sufficient, and had the air itself of the eternal 
garden. Yet I conceded to Brochwell's favour and the willing helpers he sent, who 
raised stone on stone to God's glory. For honest stones, like honest flesh may be 
fashioned, through grace, as a vessel for the light. When I shrugged off my own 
fleshy temple, they made a shrine, laying me beside my hearth and setting the 
ancient dancing stone over me. 

They called it 'the bed of Melangell'. Later ages called me Saint and Abbess and 
gave me my feast day, but I was never a founder of sects, nor had I a part in 
institutions. That was never my way. I was but a soul like you, like any soul taking 
flesh among whatever race, or creed in whatever land or time. 

Then, among the trials and troubles of life, I somehow remembered the days 
before the war in heaven, the war of pride, and was blessed in my remembrance, 
and in my homecoming.

14 The Dancing Stone
I was blessed in my remembrance, and in my homecoming. 
Such is the testimony of the Blessed Melangell.

Mike Harris © 1989



Composer’s note

MELANGELL - Honey Angel

When I formed Music for the Mysteries in autumn 2007, the vision of setting 
Mike Harris' Melangell script to music was there. I also knew that I needed to 
take my time. I had composed 'Vision of Enoch' in winter '07 and came back 
from Wales that summer with scetches for 'The Seven Natures'. Both became 
part of the ensemble's début programme, published on its first cd. In 2009, I 
started composing for Melangell's tale and also began to collaborate with visual 
artist Alison Michell. We met for a series of joint readings of the script, took 
changes in reading it aload for one another, both indoor and outdoor in nature to 
visualise over and over again what the script unfolds. In parallel processes 
Alison created her installation “The Magical Clearing” and I composed the 
music. Hers like a modern vision of Melangell's sacred space - a room-in-the-
room to perform in and for audience to sit in during the performance. The music 
like a “knotwork” of 14 movements, based on the motifs and themes which had 
emerged during visualisations and meditations on the script.

Here is the music. 

Thanks to Melangell. And thanks to all who believed in it. To Mike Harris, Alison 
Michell, the faithful members of Music for the Mysteries; Bent-Erik Rasmussen, 
the secretary general of Franz Schubert Society of DK who invited the first 
performances into the Schubertiade 2011; Sanne Kofod Olsen, director of the 
Museum of Contemporary Art whose commission made the Danish Arts 
Foundation support a composer's fee. Djbfa whose working grants assured time 
and space to compose. Caroline Seehusen for her graphic designs. 
Richard Hughes and Meridian Records.

Hanne Tofte Jespersen, 
September 2012


